
“GCA is very strategic. From what I’ve learned of the
GCA, I’d say, strategy, they have a strategy to reach
leaders, they have a plan, they have a purpose, a lot
of ministries don’t have that. And if you’re going to
be consistent and have fruit, you need a plan, you
need a strategy, and you need the message … I
deeply appreciate it."

- Josh McDowell

Great Commission Alliance - Our 5 Year Anniversary!



Hello Amazing Friends!

As we wrap up 2022, we couldn't be more amazed by all God has done! Thank you for your part
in it! We began the year trusting God for the most ambitious faith goals we've ever set. We
knew it would be an all hands on deck year for our staff team (pictured on front) and
International Associates (we have 13 partners in South America, Europe, Africa, and Asia).
We've pushed hard, in the power of the Spirit, and He has done great things!

Just this year, God made a way for our staff and partners to train more than 25,000 believers, a
number that far exceeded our goal of 8,000. And, people are putting that training into practice.
One example, the Burundi GCA team (pictured on front), has seen more than 15,000 salvations
during outreach times this year! Time and time again, God has done immeasurably more than
anything we've asked or imagined, for His cause and glory alone (Eph. 3:20-21).

Our team is committed to multiplying Christlike multipliers until the Great Commission is
completed by training Christians, developing great resources, and doing
evangelism and discipleship with local believers. January marks the GCA's
fifth anniversary. We never could have imagined all God would do in our
first five years and we've never been more excited about all He will do in
the next! Thank you for your part in this work.

As '22 comes to a close, we're trusting God to raise support for our staff
and partners. If you'd like to make a year end gift, scan this code and pick
a staff member or choose the General Ministry Fund to support our
international partners. All of us here at the GCA thank God for you!

The GCA Team


